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Book chapter - ‘Hand-me-down’ Childrenswear and	 the Middle-class	 Economy of 
Nearly New Sales 
Community provisioning and	 middle-class	 mobilities Technological innovation, societal changes and the rise of consumer culture are allconsidered responsible for a society structured more around the individual, than thecommunity (Hovland and Wolburg 2010). In Western societies, the contemporaryconsumer is more likely to rely on supermarkets or online shopping to fulfil their basic	needs (and consumer desires)	 as opposed to their	 local family and neighbours whohistorically would have relied on one	 another to assist in family provisioning and care work,	particularly in times of	 austerity (Putnam 2000). As stated by Lunt and Livingstone (1992,p.149): Because money allows the anonymous exchange of goods without dependency ties, iterodes traditional dependency	 ties within communities, and so market relations tendto take over communities and undermine	 existing cultural ties. In recent geographical scholarship this	 erosion of dependency ties	 has	 been a	 focus of workon mobilities. One in ten UK	 households move every year and our lives are increasinglydispersed	 both	 geographically and across different social networks (Cass, Shove et al. 2005;	Holdsworth 2013). This is particularly the case for the middle-classes who are more likelyto follow education and employment	 opportunities across the UK and beyond (Boterman2012). For the middle-classes then,	“mobility 	undermines 	connections 	to 	family,	friends,	community and locality” (Holdsworth 2013, p. 144) with busy, mobile lives sustainedthrough a spatially and figuratively wide social network of weak ties, less rooted in locality(Vincent	 et	 al. 2008).	 In terms of consumer needs, one item that has traditionally been	 passed through kin andsocial networks	 in the community is children’s clothing. Gregson and Crewe (1998)	 talk about the ‘moral economy’ of second-hand	 children’s wear, referencing the obligations	 feltby parents to pass on	 and reuse. Such items are often considered ‘nearly	 new’ in any	 case	 aschildren grow out of them before the item has worn out (Gregson and Crewe 1998; Waight2014). This chapter looks at what has become of the traditional ‘hand-me-down’ economy	in the UK at	 a time of heightened mobility,	coupled with global financial and ecologicalinstability.	 A	 ‘hand-me-down’ is simply a garment or other item that has been	 handed	 down	after been used and discarded by	 another. The chapter explores the	 moral economy	 ofchildrenswear using the case study of nearly new sales (NNSs) to access a sample of middle-class mothers. These NNSs are organised nationally	 by	 branches of the UK’s largestparenting charity as a fundraising activity and service to support new and expectantparents as they	 buy	 and sell second-hand/used	 children’s clothes, toys and	 equipment.	Throughout this chapter I situate NNSs as a	 systematisation of local hand-me-down	economies, a way	 of drawing together otherwise	 disparate	 community	 exchange	 networksinto a locally grounded form. 
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Whilst the erosion of traditional dependency	 ties within communities may	 be	 seen to limitsuch community economies, this	 chapter	 explores	 the way in which parents	 make use ofdiverse economies to	 continue to	 benefit from children’s hand-me-downs.	 The hypermobility of	 the middle-classes has not had a detrimental affect on their ability tobenefit from second-hand	 economies of childrenswear, but rather altered	 theirconsumption practices so that online platforms and NNSs have become the key	 routes forsuch provisioning (Waight	 2014). Apart from the example of Freecycle, which only offersthe exchange of goods without	 monetary exchange, these new systematised forms of hand-me-down	 economies,	including 	NNSs, do	 tend	 to	 operate with	 monetary exchange thusdifferentiating them from traditional hand-me-down	 economies.	 Whilst second-hand	 economies can	 be key in	 times of economic crisis, multiple notions of‘crisis’	are 	evident 	in 	this 	chapter 	as 	taken 	from a 	broader 	research 	project 	on 	second-hand	 consumption and middle-class	 mothering (Waight 2014). NNSs	 are not just a cheaper	 andmore sustainable way of clothing children during challenging economic and ecologicaltimes, but, as will be seen later in the chapter, the sharing economy of the NNS also creates asocial field in which new	 and expectant parents can share parenting knowledge andexperiences with like-minded others as a way of managing	 the sense of isolation, anxiety	and indeed crisis, entwined with such a pivotal change	 in the	 lifecourse.	 If we consider second-hand	 economies more broadly, the cultural and	 materials turns in	geography	 have led to	 a	 significant increase in scholarship on such alternative, informal, orinconspicuous second-hand	 consumption	 sites since the early 1990s. Studies of British	charity shops	 (Chattoe, E. 2000; Gregson, Crewe et al 2000;	Horne 	and 	Maddrell 	2002), 	car boot sales (Gregson, Crang et al 2013), retro or vintage stores (Gregson, Brooks et al 2001),nearly new sales (Clarke 2000) and	 U.S. garage sales or thrift stores (Harrmann 2004;	Medvedev 2012) demonstrated	 that by studying these diverse sites of consumption	 we can	explore	 the	 intimacies of the	 mundane	 by	 reflecting on class, identity	 and the	 multiple	 ethicsof consumer practice. By their very nature forms of second-hand	 consumption vary	 greatly,from the precarious bric-a-brac stand at the side of the road to the exclusive vintageboutique. Although we have	 seen an increasing formalisation of	 charity shops in the UK1,	second-hand	 retail sites are generally considered	 informal, exempt from many of theconventions influencing regulated shopping sites (Horne and Maddrell 2002; Gregson et al1997). And whilst charity shops have remained a key feature of UK-based research on	second-hand	 shopping, childrenswear rarely makes it to these shops because they	 tend	 to	be passed through private systems of	 exchange instead (Clarke 2000; Horne and Maddrell2002). Previous studies, including my own	 on	 motherly-consumption, have found consumers citecommon risks associated with buying second-hand/used goods, these being that items	 areinscribed with an unknown material biography and may be harbouring contaminants, beunsafe or unfit for purpose (Crewe and Gregson	 2003; Horne and Maddrell 2002; Waight2015). Despite these ‘risks’ second-hand	 consumption is not a practice restricted to thefinancially or socially excluded. Indeed, individuals choose to consume second-hand	 goodsfor a wide range of	 reasons (Horne and Maddrell 2002; Crewe and Gregson 2003; Arnould 
1 Charity shops can be found	 on most UK high	 streets and	 rely on donations of second-hand	goods from the public to	 fundraise for	 the charity’s	 causes, as	 well as	 selling a small range ofnew goods. They are predominantly run	 on	 volunteer labour and	 benefit from business ratereductions. 
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and Bardhi 2005). These may be political,	social,	economic,	hedonist 	or 	moral,	but 	cost-saving or	 thrift has	 been found to be the most prevalent (Guiot and Roux 2010; Harrmann2004). Investigations of motherly second-hand	 consumption	 are surprisingly fewconsidering the regularity of finding children’s clothing and other goods moving throughdiverse second-hand	 economies. A	 notable exception to this is Clarke’s (2000) study on NNSs. Although the NNSs used as the focus of Clarke’s study are not the same NNSs used inmy own research, I revisit many of the themes she explores regarding	 motherly	consumption but in a different socio-economic climate. Clarke (2000) was one of the first to	 study the gendered	 nature of motherly consumptionand notes that	 it cannot be regarded as a subjective, singular practice but as	 shaped by a	complex web of social norms, expectations, anxieties and desires. Work involved in caringfor a child and including consumption	 practice is one way in which women ‘do’ mothering. Cook	 (2008) describes this motherly consumption as ‘co-consuming’ as women consume on behalf of another, negotiating and prioritising the needs of both her child and herself.Similarly,	consumption has been identified	 for its crucial role in enabling	 the transition to	first-time motherhood, constructing an	 identity of mother and	 child	 through	 the materialbefore the child is even	 born	 (Layne 2000; Layne, Taylor et al. 2004;	 Prothero 2002). A	 parallel to my own research can be seen in the work of Ogle et al. (2013) on second-hand	maternity clothing. Like childrenswear, maternity dress is often consumed second-hand	 and	shared through informal economies	 because it is only needed	 and	 used for a short space oftime. This,	the 	authors 	found, incites a	 desire to	 re-use rather than	 waste,	a 	feeling 	that continues through to the consumption of baby and children’s clothing (Clarke 2000; Gregson and Crewe 1998).	The 	women in Ogle et al.’s (2013) study are torn between thedesire to	 be thrifty and	 the desire to	 limit disruption	 to	 their self-identity.	This 	disruptioncomes from the various ambivalences they	 face in dressing	 their pregnant selves and thelimited availability of	 choice in their second-hand	 maternity dress, which	 may be passed	 on	to them from family and friends.	 As expectant women become new parents, the negotiations and	 rationalisations they havehad	 to	 manage in dressing their pregnant selves become focused on caring for and dressingthe child. The risks of consuming second-hand	 goods (in	 terms of hygiene, safety and	socially constructed stigma) come to the fore, as mothers negotiate the myriadresponsibilities	 of parenthood and want to shelter him or her from harm (Kehily andMartens 2014).	 Although goods handed down from kin may be more familiar, second-hand	items purchased from a charity shop, car boot	 sale, or NNS comes with a	 more precariousand opaque past. When consuming second-hand	 baby goods, mothers have been	 found	 to	exact a number of strategies to mitigate	 this risk, including hygiene	 rituals and complyingwith institutionalised safety advice (Waight	 2015). 
Nearly new sales as a case study Despite	 the	 perceived risk, one in five parents purchased	 extra	 second-hand	 goods for theirchildren between 2008 and 2012 as a	 result of the global economic recession of 2008	(Mintel 2012). The rest of this chapter focuses on the ways in which middle-class mothersdiversify traditional hand-me-down consumption patterns and find ways to	 expand theiropportunities to acquire used childrenswear both through NNSs and extended socialnetworks.	 As stated, NNSs	 run	 by a national UK	 parenting charity	 were used as a	 case studyand route to	 explore motherly	 consumption practice. Mothers were chosen as the focus of 
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study as	 they remain primary caregivers	 in the home and manage the consumption,washing and disposal of clothing in the household (Holloway 1998;	Waight 	2015). Thirtyinterviews were conducted with mothers in early 2013 across three regions of the UK;Gosport and Winchester in the South and Birmingham in the Midlands.	 Alongside theinterviews ran a broader ethnographic study where I	 conducted participant	 observation atfifteen NNSs	 over	 the course of eighteen months. Generally the NNSs	 run by this	 particular	 charity are held bi-annually	 across the UK throughlocal	 branches and situated in schools, church halls or leisure centres for just a couple of	hours.	 Organised and staffed entirely by volunteers, the sales allow parents2 to buy and sellsecond-hand	 or otherwise used	 baby and	 children’s clothes, toys and	 equipment, along with	maternity clothing.	 Sales are	 either table-top or ticketed. Table-top sales required a seller topurchase a pitch (table) and sell their own	 goods, while ticketed allowed sellers to drop	 offtheir wares which are then sorted by volunteers and ordered more akin to a conventionalretail	 site. Both routes included a donation to the charity, and sales superseding this went in	the seller’s 	pocket. In	 an	 age of increased	 geographic mobility for the middle-classes,	the 	sales 	offer a 	useful,	 organised method for the trade of used children’s	 goods within the local community,	albeitwithin a monetary exchange system. Whilst the NNSs provided a point for accessinginterviewees,	many 	of 	the 	mothers 	used 	the 	sales 	as 	one 	of a 	range 	of 	channels 	to 	acquiresecond-hand	 goods which were also	 discussed during interviews. Interviewees wererecruited by conducting a short sampling questionnaire as	 buyers	 entered NNSs in the threecase study regions.	 Interviewees varied in age	 range from ‘20 to 24’ to ‘40+’ with nearly half aged ‘30	 to	 34’.	Two 	were 	first time expectant	 mothers, the others all being mothers to oneor two	 children up to	 the age of ten. Two thirds of the participants were educated to degree level or higher, significantly greaterthan the UK national average of 38 per cent	 graduate attainment	 for working age adults(ONS, 2013). All interviewees were white British apart from one participant who wasTurkish. It	 should be said that	 the parenting charity associated with the sales offers otherparenting services known to	 attract a	 middle-class demographic such as	 antenatal classes	and coffee mornings.	 The classed nature of the charity is deep-rooted and partly based onthe paid-for nature of	 many of	 their services (Waight 2014). Parenting practices in general	are commonly	 considered to be shaped by class, along with the geographical boundaries inwhich people live (Holloway 2010;	Holloway 	and 	Pimlott-Wilson 2014). I	 therefore viewthe NNSs accessed for this research as a middle-class phenomenon, shaped by middle-classvalues and mobilities. 
Second-hand economies at times of ‘crisis’ Even	 individuals choosing to avoid second-hand	 economies for their own	 clothing are likely	to be more amenable to receiving second-hand or ‘hand-me-down’ clothing for theirchildren (Waight	 2014).	 Most of the middle-class	 mothers I interviewed had both receivedand passed on such items. As the following	 quote shows however, the social or kin ties 
2 It	 is not	 only parents and expectant	 parents who attend and benefit	 from the sales. Otherbuyers include grandparents and even	 commercial traders. 
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linking these economies do not have to be close. Hilary used	 the NNSs to supplement a	regular	 delivery of girl’s	 clothing from a	 distant relative: I’ve had a steady stream of the stuff because she passes it	 on to her sister, who thenpasses it on to basically her father-in-law – my father-in-law – this little one’s granddad, and he then arrives down with it. In some ways it’s a	 bit like going to a sale but I don’t get any choice. I open up the boxes	 when they arrive and there’s	 this	 heap of clothes, but her mother-in-law bought a lot of	 the stuff	 in Next and Monsoon.All good quality stuff but I couldn’t have bought it at full price anyway. So we’re gaining	 from it all. It makes sense, and also	 I don’t worry	 about it if something	 getsdamaged	 (Hilary: mother to	 one, civil servant, co-habiting, aged	 40.) Hilary is the epitome of the mobile middle-class as she moved south for her husband’s job,away	 from family	 and close friends. As far as I could tell the two women above had	 nevermet. Rather, the clothes parcels are the only (fairly) regular link between them. It wouldprobably be easier for the owner of the clothes to donate them to a charity shop (or throwthem away)	 but	 instead she keeps hold of them to pass them to her sister who in turn canpass them down	 the chain	 to someone who she knows can	 make use of them. The clothesthus link the women, and their families, together. It	 could be seen as an example both of notwanting the goods to be wasted (perhaps Monsoon3 is too good for the charity shop), and anact of kindness, in helping	 a	 distant relative in a	 similar position. Hilary demonstrates that children’s clothing can still	 be handed-down	 through	 networksbut that these networks are not necessarily locally grounded. Of clothing that was handed-down	 such	 items predominantly went to friends and relatives rather than neighbours. Atother times the NNSs were described as being particularly helpful for new parents wholacked the social network	 needed	 to benefit from the hand-me-down	 economy eitherbecause they lived far from friends and family, or they were the first in their peer group tobecome a parent. In	 this case the nearly new sales filled	 a gap when there was no access to	the informal hand-me-down	 economies others take for granted by re-localising thesesecond-hand	 economies.	 A	 key cultural difference	 however, between socially	 networked hand-me-down economiesand NNSs is the inherent	 risk inscribed by the ‘unknown’. Unless it is	 a table-top sale (wherebuyers can	 at least speak	 to the sellers),	buyers 	at 	nearly 	new 	sales 	have 	no 	idea 	where their second-hand	 purchase has come from and who has been using it. This does not mean thatattendance to	 the sale is entirely	 random however.	Like 	any 	social 	event,	participation 	is enabled and structured by	 strong social networks (Trotter	 1999).	Indeed,	half 	of 	all 	those attending	 the sales nationally	 had been previously	 involved in the	 parenting charity, many	others were friends of those who	 were. Mothers choose nearly new sales over other formsof second-hand	 consumption	 in	 order to	 minimise the risks invoked	 by second-hand	 goodsbecause they are engaging as part of a homophilous group. We could view this as an	example	 of ‘embedded behaviour’, the	 idea that many	 human behaviours are	 not conductedalone but rather are the result of interactions with other agents (Trotter 1999, p.15).This shared social field, I argue, enables the sales to offer a ‘safer’	alternative 	to 	the 	likes 	of charity shops or car boot sales, which are oft which considered ‘dirty’ or at least, riskier due to the sense of the unknown (Maddrell and Horne 2002,	Gregson 	and 	Crewe 2003). Another 
3 Monsoon is a mid-market high street clothing store in the UK known for their eveningwear and embellished accessories. 
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benefit of the sales over	 both informal hand-me-down	 economies and	 charity shops is thebreadth of choice available and efficiency incurred by having a dedicated space to buysecond-hand	 childrenswear. This perceived convenience factor will be discussed later in thechapter when I	 explore the tension of thrift	 juxtaposed with excess. In addition to shopping, the NNSs offer a	 social space for parental bonding	 and	 learning. Theintimacy invoked by the baby items for sale allow parents to use these items to negotiatethe complexities of parenting as a point of reference	 for discussion and to reflect on theirown identity, values and	 practices (Waight	 2015).	 The addition	 of the material as an object	of interest and common intermediary	 further facilitates bonding amongst attendees whoare not previously	 connected.	This 	is particularly true in the case of the volunteers, forwhom the shared experience of sorting and organising goods provides a basis forconversation as discussion shifts from what they are selling/hope to buy, to broaderconversations about their family, home and career. We could situate the concept	 of second-handedness as undesirable by drawing on	 thenotions of risk, dirt and	 hygiene yet some mothers	 viewed the fact that an item had beenused by another as a	 recommendation that	 it	 was in fact, useful. This was described	 byMaggie: If	 it’s at the sale it’s like someone else is saying ‘this is good, I’ve used this, this has worked’.	So	 that’s better than buying	 blindly	 off the internet if you know someoneelse	 has had good use out of it (Maggie: married, 30-34, full time mum). Literature to	 date focuses on the fact that second-hand	 goods have been	 disposed	 of byanother,	so 	for 	that 	person 	they 	are useless.	Maggie’s discussion	 shows that it could	 be seen	 as a	 recommendation that	 it	 is in fact, useful.	 As	 such she is	 putting implicit trust in theassociation to	 a	 group of people whilst in actuality	 she may not know where that item hascome from. She would not be able to	 draw on this homophilous association	 at charity	 shopsor car boot sales for example, two	 places considered	 further along	 the disposal hierarchy	than NNS and thus more likely to offer useless goods. NNS are dynamic economies with the same group of people often selling and buying.Buyers consider all kinds of issues when faced	 with	 a	 potential purchase. These may	 berelated to need, value for	 money and quality. Sometimes though, mothers demonstrated	broader awareness of the second-hand	 economy and	 before	 making a purchase weighed upthe potential resale value as well as use-value.	 As a first-time mother, Kate,	quoted 	below has yet to	 dispose of any baby goods but describes her intention to sell goods on	 once sheno longer needs them: I	 haven’t	 sold anything at	 the sales yet	 myself but	 I	 think if you buy brand	 names theywill always sell on again if I want to sell them, which I will I think (Kate: mother toone, retail manager, married, aged	 25-29). In this quote, Kate does not	 refer to the direct	 use-value	 of the	 goods at all (unless youconsider her reference to quality),	but 	rather 	focuses 	purely 	on 	the 	commodity 	value.	This 	is a	 strategy	 used by	 other mothers in order to	 justify the expense of	 consumption andmanage the financial burden of parenthood.	Brand 	names 	are 	considered 	to 	hold 	their 	value because they are good quality as well as retaining a symbolic value tied up in certain covetable labels. 
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Selling is a laborious process though and seems barely worth it for the money alone (at	 least	for the middle-class group).	The 	mothers 	described 	how they prepared the items for sale;washing, ironing, pricing and generally divesting them of their previous	 biography so thatthey were ready for	 a new owner. This	 is a	 chore that has to	 be fitted	 in	 around	 existingroles	 and responsibilities, as this mother explained: One motivation has been the money however I regard it as a very ineffective way toraise money because it’s	 a huge amount of work to raise a small amount of money.	So	 it’s irrational that I sell at the sales and I’m glad I’m now at the point where I	 don’t	 feel obliged	 to. I used	 to	 feel like I ought to	 (Karen: mother to	 two	 girls, ‘homemaker’, lives alone, aged 40+). Karen’s concern that she ought to participate in the sales as a seller links to the ethical	 andsocial obligations	 found to underpin the middle-class mother’s participation in the sale. Adesire to	 support the charity and their peer group encouraged selling, buying andvolunteering.	In 	arguing 	that 	the 	sales 	are 	an 	inefficient 	way 	to 	make 	money,	or 	to 	produceeconomic capital, Karen is suggesting that the sales	 are part of an altogether	 differenteconomy. Rather than considering the	 nearly	 new sales in purely	 economic terms, they	 canbe conceptualised as a moral economy built on	 the mutual reciprocity of the community in	giving	 and taking from the sale. Karen was a keen environmentalist so also felt a moral	 duty to ensure any	 of her used itemsdid	 not go	 to	 waste. However, it would	 have been	 easier for her to	 give these items to	 herlocal	 charity shop, or to other community members through	 the Freecycle group shemoderated. Her obligation then is social. She spoke, as many other mothers did, about thedesire to	 give back	 to	 the sale; the charity itself through	 the fundraising potential, and	 theparents who frequented them. The sale relies on this sense	 of reciprocity	 in order to be	 asuccess; otherwise it may lead to a disparity with more buyers	 than sellers. In this	 sense thesale semi-formalises the traditional	 hand-me-down	 culture, creating an	 efficient space forlocal	 parents to pass around second-hand	 goods as part of an informal economy	 to	 whichthey belong.	 
Moralities of thrift The previous section	 described	 the way in	 which NNSs link local	 parenting networks andfacilitate an expanded economy of	 neighbourly second-hand	 exchange. There is a tension	however, between	 whether this constitutes frugality, thrift, or, is simply an opportunity forover-consumption. Part of the sale’s success is realising that twenty-first century parentsdesire a degree of choice, partly due to	 the increased pressures	 on time, and partly due tothe marketization of childhood (Martens 2010). It	 was certainly the case at	 the NNSs that	buyers left with bags’ full of items, many of which are spontaneous purchases or duplicatesof items they	 already	 had. Indeed interviewees spoke about buying extra clothes	 for	 playing in the garden or	 attendingnursery (unsuitable places for	 ‘best	 dress’),	extra 	games 	and 	puzzles 	for 	further 	stimulation (building on the child’s cultural capital)	 and extra equipment	 to keep at the grandparents’ house. One participant discussed the need for multiple pairs of wellington	 boots: 
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If they go to nursery they need a pair at	 nursery and then you never remember tobring them home, so you	 need another pair for home, you	 might have another	 pair	 atgranny’s house too	 so	 you end up with three pairs of wellies in the same size and they	wear them for half an hour to splash in a puddle and then not again for a few	 weeks(Amanda: mother to two, special needs teacher married, aged 40+). Amanda describes how the	 NNSs	 allow for	 her	 to buy extra goods	 in order to makeeveryday	 life	 easier. She is not, what Williams and Windebank (2002) would call, an‘excluded 	consumer’.	 The ability to own	 such extras is not a luxury available to everyoneand could be construed as part of the modern	 day economy of convenience. In such case,	when goods are little used, it is deemed foolish to buy items full price because childrengrow out of things so	 quickly	 and second-hand	 items still have plenty of use-value. Thiscould	 be why	 many customers cite cost-saving as	 their	 primary reason for	 purchasingsecond-hand	 goods as they are saving money on	 the cost price of individual items. Lookingat their consumption practices as a	 whole however, they	 are purchasing	 more than theyneed	 in	 order to clothe and	 care for the child, so it could	 still be suggested	 that in	 someinstances they are spending more money than they may need to. It	 could be argued that	 the NNSs are not	 reaching those most	 in need of cheap, second-hand	childrenswear	 but rather	 servicing the ‘false 	needs’	 of the middle-class (Marcuse 1964).That said, there are multiple iterations of need and for mothers trying to do the right thingby their families how can	 one define what constitutes true need when	 social and	 culturalobligations are so	 complex	 (Evans 2011; Hall 2015). In addition,	 studies	 by Gillies	 (2007)	and Ponsford (2011; 2014) on	 working-class and/or young mothers suggest that these‘excluded 	consumers’	may 	not 	want 	to 	participate 	in 	such 	economies 	and are socially	excluded even from these	 alternative	 spaces of second-hand	 consumption. Ponsford	 (2014) argues that the ability of young mothers to provide for their child/ren	while managing on a low	 income provided an important basis of self-worth. In experiencingthe anxiety of being, and be seen to be, a good mother, materiality is the main route throughwhich mothers can display their competence publically. Ponsford (2011, p.541) clarifies: Consumption emerges as an important site for oppositional strategies through whichthe young women who took part	 in this study seek to re-image themselves asrespectable carers	 and deflect negative associations	 of poverty away from their	children. These young women	 desperately tried to remain	 within	 known	 exchange networks, eitherinformal (friends, family) or in purchasing items brand new. Second-hand	 goods fromcharity shops or similar were simply not acceptable, seen as a marked sign of poverty andbound by negative connotations of being teased during their own childhood	 (Ponsford	2014). This trait was evidenced in	 a younger expectant mother I managed to interview whohad	 just attended	 one NNS to	 date and	 clearly had	 an	 issue with	 buying second-hand	 clothesalthough had attended the sale to	 have a	 look around and buy small, token items	 (such as	 apregnancy book). She said: When you have this little person you want everything to be new but you can’t have everything new (Faye: expectant mother, shop assistant, co-habiting, aged	 25-29). 
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Faye had	 gained	 from hand-me-down	 clothing from close friends and	 family, whom she stilllived near in her hometown of	 Gosport. For her, she felt comforted by the notion of	 knowingwhere these items had come from. In contrast, the practice of thrift	 was a source of pride forthe more middle-class mothers I spoke to.	Whilst 	still 	anxious 	to 	be a 	good 	mother,	 thesemothers do not place such high regard on displaying good mothering through the child’s dress. Other interviewees recognised the environmental benefits of using second-hand	 goods. This	was described by Karen who	 we met earlier in the chapter who	 says, “I	 just	 like to not	consume more than is necessary.”	 Karen was unusual in citing this as her primary reasonfor buying second-hand	 baby goods but nevertheless environmental notions did	 surface in	 anumber of interviews. In	 many cases this was not related	 to environmental concerns, butrather	 a general sense that the items	 themselves	 will ‘go to waste’ if they are not reusedwhen they still have useful life left in them. There was also	 a	 sense that another child	 should	have the chance to	 use an	 item, if it had	 been	 useful to	 the participant’s own	 child, and/orgave them pleasure. This correlates with the work of Gregson and Crewe (2003,	p.198)when they explain: Reuse then, was not – as we had imagined it to	 be – a	 politicised practice. Rather itwas constructed more as a conservation practice, where preserving and/or extendingthe lives of things has come to matter rather more than thinking about	 theconnections of such practices to the conditions of commodity production. Miller (1999, p.132) states, ‘thrift has been found to represent the central ritual in thetransformation of shopping from spending to saving’. This suggests that	 consumers stilldesire to	 shop, but that the focus of their consumption is to spend as little money as possiblein order to procure the things they desire. Thrift is categorised by social competition,something Miller	 (1987) documents as far away as Trinidad, describing ‘the rivalry between	female relatives wanting to demonstrate their skills by buying the same goods cheaper thansomeone else’. This	 form of competition transpired through my own research withshoppers	 queuing long before the sale started in order	 to get ahead of the crowd and snagthe best	 items. This allowed mothers to ‘keep up with the Jones’ without spending largeamounts of extra	 money, although money	 is nevertheless being	 spent and is thereforedifferent to	 non-financial	 hand-me-down	 economies. These observations directly correlate with Miller’s (1999, p.137) early ethnography on family consumption. He says: There seems very little evidence to suggest that in	 most cases thrift is actually ameans to save money. In many cases it is equally the justification for spending more money. Thrift is central to household management as a way of	 justifying and moderatingconsumption. Where money is saved in one place, it is spent elsewhere. Thrift involveshaving knowledge of markets, demonstrated	 at the nearly new sales by the mothers who	researched the going-price of toys, clothes and equipment both new and used, online and atthe sales. Thrift	 therefore, requires an element	 of skill and is a way in which women ‘do mothering’. As a skill, it can be learnt and improved upon, shown clearly in the wayparticipants spoke about the strategies they enacted at the sales, developed over repeatedvisits and through drawing	 on their social and cultural capital. Indeed, it is the	 mobilisation 
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of these forms of capital that enable success within the field	 of the nearly new sale and why	social class	 plays	 a fundamental role in structuring forms	 of attendance.	 
Concluding remarks By considering the NNS as a	 diverse economy, they	 are modelled as a	 route for semi-formalising the traditional	 culture of	 hand-me-downs in	 order to fit the contemporarymiddle-class lifestyle in an era of	 boundless spatial mobility.	As 	the 	sales 	attract a	 homophilous group,	the 	oft-perceived precarious act of second-hand	 consumption	 isdiverted	 away from the unknown	 and	 pulled	 back	 into	 an arena	 of localised shared socialnetworks.	 The material then, provides a route to bond otherwise disparate community ties;a	 practice described by	 Clarke (2000)	 as ‘mother swapping’ due to	 the sharing ofexperience, information and expertise	 attached to the	 physical act of sharing used clothes.	Access to this network is shaped by class, as indeed is need, as working-class parents aremore likely to live close to and rely on kin and social ties. The NNS then can be viewed as away for middle-class parents to manage the ‘crisis’ of parental responsibility, perhaps living far away from their close friends and family. Work on diverse, alternative, non-capitalist economies is growing but more consideration isrequired to understand how local second-hand	 economies fit within these. Theories onalternative economies have surfaced since the cultural turn including feminist post-capitalist critiques (Gibson-Graham 1996), moral sharing economies (Gold 2004) and more-than-capitalist economic	 practice (Fraser 2014). Second-hand	 exchange networks play akey role in	 these economies, encouraging	 sharing, sustainability, thrift and a	 social bondingand as such should be seen as a	 key	 route for future research.	 The notion	 of whether NNSsfacilitative cost-savings	 and sustainable consumption in turbulent economic or ecologicaltimes is up for debate. But by structuring the discussion	 around these narratives, mothershave demonstrated	 that the sales and	 second-hand	 consumption	 more generally do	 supporttheir consumer needs as middle-class mothers in an ever commercialized world where parenting practices are often	 up	 for scrutiny. (5511 words) 
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